Let us consider the w-ic in m variables
Note that in the expansion of (3) the coefficient of the term in x! n , 0* = 1, 2, 3, • • • , w), is F(a Ul a 2i} a 3i , • • • , a mi ). A necessary and sufficient condition for this coefficient to vanish is that the point Pi(au, a 2 i, • • • , a m i) shall lie on the geometric locus of (1). To obtain the coefficient of such a term as xl r xJ n~r in the expansion of (3) we can put (n -r) in the expansion of (6). All the terms with xl r as a factor must come from (7). We can write (7) in the form
+ " * da n If we equate (8) to zero we obtain the (n -r)ih polar of Pt (a>u, Ü2i, Uzi, with respect to the locus of (1). We can also write (7) in the form
where F' is a function of the (n -r)th degree. We put
where Zi = aijxl ,Zi = a n x{ + a n xi + a u xi + • • • + au-ixl-i
etc. Expanding (9), we find that all the terms in the expansion of (3) that have the factors xl r and xj 8 must be in the collection of terms
ban ddsj da If we equate (11) to zero we shall have the (n-r--s)th. polar of the point P,(ai,-f a 2? -, a 3 /, • • • , a m j) with respect to the (n -r)th polar of P t (au, a 2i , a 3i , • • , a ml) with respect to the locus of (1). It is noteworthy that this discussion applies to the ordinary complex or real domains and also to the Galois fields.
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